
Multimedia/Digital Video Production    Final Independent Project 6b 

 

Re-Animation/Parody Animation Project (minimum 3 minutes) 
Premiere or Movie Maker 

 
Your task for this project is to create a minimum 180 second dramatic cartoon, which should be one of the 

following: 

• Remake of an existing cartoon (clips are available in the classroom for you to mix) 

o Topic is up to you, but must have a point and must include audio, sound effects, and music for 

dramatic effect. 

• Combination of two existing cartoons (you may obtain your own clips, if you are able) 

o Take two cartoons and utilize parts of both to create a new cartoon animation; you may use 

parts of the existing audio in parts, if you wish, but it must be supplemented with your voice 

and additional sound effects and music. 

 

Things to keep in mind: 

• MUST GET PROJECT APPROVED BEFORE STARTING!!!!  

• You must “remake” the intro and add your own text/title for the cartoon. Closing credits must give 

credit to all sources for music, sound effects, and voices. 

• This must illustrate more than basic concepts in these programs, so be sure to incorporate as many 

features as possible. You may be able to do the basic assembly in Movie Maker, but certain parts may 

need to be done in Premiere. Plan well. 

 

Criteria  

 

• See scoring guide below  

• This exported project should be uploaded to SchoolTube and put on final DVD. 

 
SCORING for _________________________________________ (name) 

 
 
Appropriate music/audio and sound effects included    _____/10 
Superior quality audio (do not record where there is bg noise!)   _____/10 
Contains multiple scenes (at least 3) with different things happening  _____/10 
Clear intro, rising action, climax, falling action, conclusion 
**Write a paragraph or two detailing each of these parts of the film _____/20  
Must have a plot and general point—can be entertaining, but has to make sense _____/10 
Quality of animation (multiple angles, use of text, motion, etc.)  _____/20 
 Note that you must have fast moving action between clips, multiple angles, etc. 
Minimum 180 seconds (all or nothing—do not exceed 5 minutes)  _____/10 
Text introduction with music introduces cartoon and is high quality  _____/15 
Closing credits at end at appropriate speed and readable   _____/10 
Cartoon fades out at end       _____/05 
URL submitted for finished project (upload to SchoolTube)   _____/05 
    TOTAL:   _____/125 
 

 
 

URL: (print neatly or use a URL shortener AND email me the URL) 
 
________________________________________________________________ 


